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Introduction
1.

My full name is Thomas Robert Keogh. I am a planner. I hold a Bachelor of Arts
(Major Geography, Minor Economics) and a Masters of Urban Planning from
the University of Auckland. I am an intermediate member of the New Zealand
Planning Institute.

2.

I have 5 years of experience as a planning consultant in the Northland and
Auckland regions. My role has typically been to lead project teams through
various resource consent and plan change processes, and to provide
environmental and strategic planning advice for these projects.

3.

I am familiar with the area to which the application for resource consent
relates. I have visited the site and surrounds on numerous occasions, most
recently in early October, 2019.

4.

I record that I have read and agree to abide by the Environment Court’s Code
of Conduct for Expert Witnesses as specified in the Environment Court’s
Practice Note 2014. This evidence is within my area of expertise, except where
I state that I rely upon the evidence of other expert witness as presented to
this hearing. I have not omitted to consider any material facts known to me
that might alter or detract from the opinions expressed.
Scope of evidence

5.

My evidence will address the following:
▪ The primary submission.
▪ Any relevant further submissions.
▪ Matters in agreement (s42A report).
▪ Matters not agreed (s42A report).
▪ Basis for submitters position and any additional supporting information.
The primary submission

6.

The relief sought in the original submission was as follows:
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a. The introduction of an appropriate mechanism that will allow
Commercial Activities to proceed as a permitted activity in the Port Zone
(PZ) where located adjacent to Marsden Bay Drive (PC144);
b. The introduction of an appropriate mechanism that will allow Industrial
Activities to proceed as a permitted activity in the PZ (PC144);
c. The introduction of an appropriate mechanism that will allow Rural
Production Activities to proceed as a permitted activity in the PZ (PC144);
d. That the maximum height for buildings and containers in the Port
Management Area B is increased to 30m (PC144); and
e. That the 7,000m2 limit applying to Industrial Activities in the Light
Industrial Zone (LIZ) is removed (PC88G); and
f.

That the hours of operation for food and beverage activities in the LIZ are
extended to between 0600 and 1800 (PC88G); and

g. That the definition for ‘Port Activities’ outlined in the consequential
amendments to the District Plan text is amended as per the below
(PC144).
Port Activities means the use of land and/or building within the Port Zone for port related activities,
including; but not limited to:
a) Cargo handling, including the loading, unloading, storage, processing and transit of cargo;
b) Debarking;
c) Fumigation;
d) Transport, storage and goods handling activities;
e) Maritime passenger handling/services;
f) Construction, maintenance and repair of port operations and facilities;
g) Port and ancillary port activities, including administration;
h) Refuelling/fuel handing facilities;
i) Activities associated with surface navigation, berthing;
j) Maintenance or repair of a reclamation or drainage system;
k) Marine and port accessory structures and services;
l) Repair and maintenance services and facilities ancillary to Port Activities.
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m) Waste management facilities for quarantine purposes.
n) Ship repair, maintenance and associated facilities and activities.
o ) General Marine industry and related activities
p) Any business or activity that relies on the port to be able to undertake its business or operation.

h. That PC88 include additional residential land in the Marsden Point/One
Tree Point area. Recognising the infrastructure capacity constraints and
costs, the land could be located in a Medium Residential Zone “Precinct”
that enables development serviced by on-site communal wastewater
systems. In order to future proof development in this zone, the precinct
provisions would need to be designed in such a way that they can be
retrofitted with additional residential development in the future when
reticulated wastewater infrastructure is available. Such a precinct would
enable the creation of smaller lots, without the costs associated with
reticulated infrastructure, while future proofing long-term residential
development.
i.

Relief from compliance with provisions in Plan Changes 82A, 82B, 88,
88A-J, 109, 115, 136, 147, 148 where those provisions are inconsistent
with the outcomes sought for the land subject to this submission.

Relevant further submissions
7.

The following further submissions were made in relation to the primary
submission:

Submitter

Support/oppose

Reason

Patuharakeke Te Iwi Support a permitted Permitted
Trust
(X342)

Board

(PTB) activity

status

for status for commercial

commercial activities in activities
the

PZ,

permitted
status

for

activities;

oppose

activity

consistent

a with the relief sought

activity by (PTB); permitted
industrial activity

status

for

oppose industrial activities will
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increasing
maximum

the not
height

allow

cultural

of assessments;

containers in the Port increase

the

in

the

Management Area B to maximum height for
30m.

containers in the Port
Management Area B is
inconsistent

with

SPPO-P6

Craig

Johnston

and Generally support

Generally

consistent

David and Robyn Ford

with

outcomes

(X369)

sought

the
as

part

of

original submission

Industrial Estates Ltd Support, specifically c.

Does not undermine

(X375)

outcomes sought as
part

of

original

submission, and allows
industrial activities to
occur at appropriate
locations.

Matters in agreement (Section 42A report)
8.

The following submission points are supported by Council in the relevant
section 42A reports:
▪ Point 6(f): Extending the hours of operation for food and beverage
activities in the LIZ (in part). Council have removed the hours of operation
where located further than 50m from a residential activity. This achieves
the intent of the original submission and no further comment is made as
part of this evidence.
▪ Point 6(g): Amending the definition of Port Activities (in part). Council have
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agreed to the addition of “Port and ancillary port activities” and “repair
and maintenance services and facilities” (where restricted to those
ancillary to port activities). This achieves the intent of the original
submission and no further comment is made as part of this evidence.
Matters not agreed (Section 42A report)
9.

The following submission points are not supported by Council in the relevant
section 42A reports:
▪ Point 6(a): Making Commercial Activities permitted in the PZ where
located adjacent to Marsden Bay Drive. The reasons for this
recommendation are summarised below:
-

Inconsistent with objectives and policies for the zone.

-

Will not adequately avoid the establishment of commercial activities
with the PZ, which could compromise the efficient and effective
functioning of this regionally significant infrastructure.

-

Inappropriate for PZ given that there are other zones that specifically
provide for Commercial Activities.

-

No feedback received when Council queries extent of PZ south-west of
Marsden Bay Drive.

▪ Point 6(b): Making Industrial Activities permitted in the PZ. The reasons for
this recommendation are summarised below:
-

Port expanding, and an important aspect of facilitating this is
recognising that Port land is limited. As such, restriction on non-port
related activities unless it can be demonstrated that there is a direct
requirement for such activities to establish.

-

Restricted discretionary activity status considered most appropriate as
it will allow industrial activities to be assessed on a case by case basis
in terms of compatibility and potential effects on port operations.
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▪ Point 6(c): Making Rural Production Activities permitted in the PZ. The
reasons for this recommendation are summarised below:
-

Insufficient justification provided to support the need.

-

Inconsistent with the policy direction and purpose of zone.

-

There are other zones that specifically cater for rural production
activities.

-

Activity status considered necessary to protect the limited land within
the PZ for port activities.

▪ Point 6(d): Increasing the maximum height for containers in the Port
Management Area B to 30m. The reasons for this recommendation are
summarised below:
-

Not clear why the increase is required.

-

A height limit was set in response to concerns raised by iwi in relation
to the impact on significant natural landscapes and viewshafts to
Whangarei Heads from the Port.

-

Council’s opinion that a landscape assessment and cultural impact
assessment should be completed and provided to assess the potential
effects and merits of the proposed change. Council believe that this
should be done for the hearing.

▪ Point 6(e): Removing the 7,000m2 limit applying to Industrial Activities in
the LIZ. The reasons for this recommendation are summarised below:
-

Existing uses will have existing use rights, while a maximum GFA for
industrial activities is the most effective method to maintain a
difference between the light and heavy industrial zones.

-

Notwithstanding the above, Council also received a number of
submissions on the Heavy Industrial Zone, specifically the
corresponding rule requiring that industrial activities exceed 7,000m2
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to be permitted. As a result of those submissions, Council have
removed the 7,000m2 limit in the LIZ, with the recommended rule now
requiring that resource consent is obtained for any activity listed on
one of the nine listed classifications in ANZSIC06. Council have stated
that the reason for this is that any “industry that is noxious or will
generate objectionable odour, noise and dust should be located in the
Heavy Industrial Zone”.1
▪ Point 6(h): That additional residential land is provided in the Marsden
Point/ One Tree Point Area. The reason for this recommendation was that
there is already a sufficient supply of land in the area, while there are
infrastructure and hazard (flooding/stability) constraints associated with
land in the area.
Basis for submitter’s position and related supporting information/evidence
Commercial activities adjacent to Marsden Bay Drive
10.

Marsden Bay Drive is a primary transport route into the Marsden Cove/ One
Tree Point area. Facilitating Commercial Activities adjacent to this transport
route (as opposed to strictly Port Related Activities) will ensure an appropriate
pattern of development that will support the interests of both Marsden
Maritime Holdings Limited (MMH) and the wider community. It will also create
an appropriate buffer between this main transport route and adjoining Port
Related Activities.

11.

MMH are conscious of the expansion plans of the Port, and their primary focus
is on ensuring that there is sufficient and appropriate land available to
facilitate that expansion.

12.

MMH and Northport are the sole owners of land within the PZ. This provides
these two parties with the ultimate veto over what occurs on the land, and
hence what activities establish within the PZ. The implication of this is that,
regardless of the zoning or associated rules, any party wishing to establish an
activity on land within the PZ will require approval (via a lease agreement)

1

Paragraph 210 of Industrial section 42A report
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from MMH and/or Northport. These parties are inherently the most informed
and educated parties in relation to the future plans for the Port and the
associated land requirements, and hence are best placed to determine the
effect of Commercial Activities on the Port and the appropriateness of such
activities to establish within the PZ.
13.

Facilitating an appropriately diverse mix of land use activities within Port
Management Area B is also important to the ongoing sustainability of MMH,
with a sole-reliance on Port Related Activities unduly increasing the risk to the
company. The tenancies anticipated along Marsden Bay Drive would be
smaller, and hence better suited to small and medium sized enterprises that
require smaller footprints. This will facilitate a diversified tenancy portfolio
consisting of a range of appropriate land use activities, hence improving the
long-term sustainability of MMH without detracting from the sustainability of
the Port.

14.

Allowing Commercial Activities to proceed as a permitted activity adjacent to
Marsden Bay Drive will also facilitate a mix of businesses that would support
the local business, workforce and residential community, which is important
to the ongoing economic development of the Marsden Point/One Tree Point
areas.

15.

Commercial Activities are currently afforded a non-complying activity status in
the PZ. The original submission sought that they are afforded a permitted
activity status where located adjacent to Marsden Bay Drive. To further clarify
this, it is sought that Commercial Activities are afforded a permitted activity
status where located within 80m of either side of Marsden Bay Drive. This 80m
strip is shown on the plan attached at Exhibit 1.

16.

If not agreeable to a Permitted Activity status, MMH seek that an 80m strip
along either side of Marsden Bay Drive is rezoned LIZ. This is also indicated on
the plan included at Exhibit 1. This outcome will also provide the relief sought
as per point 6(a) of this evidence – point 7(9) of the original submission
provides scope for this request.

17.

If a permitted activity status or rezoning as LIZ does not provide Council with
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the level of input into the development of the PZ that they are seeking, then
MMH request that Commercial Activities are afforded a restricted
discretionary activity status where located within 80m of either side of
Marsden Bay Drive.
18.

The relief sought with respect to the PZ will require the insertion of some
support in the form of objectives and policies. This could be achieved by
removing the ‘and’ from the end of the first point of PORTZ-P2 and replacing
it with an ‘or’. The objective would then read as follows.

19.

The following provides the order of preference with regards to the relief
sought above:
1. That Commercial Activities are afforded a permitted activity status where
located within 80m of either side of Marsden Bay Drive.
2. That the area of land identified on the plan attached at Exhibit 1 is rezoned
LIZ.
3. That Commercial Activities are afforded a restricted discretionary activity
status where located within 80m of either side of Marsden Bay Drive.
Industrial Activities in the Port Zone

20.

Points 11 – 14 of this evidence are also applicable to Industrial Activities.

21.

Allowing Industrial Activities to proceed as a permitted activity within the PZ
will reduce consent requirements and the associated costs, which will better
allow MMH to provide for the effective and efficient management of their
resources. If an Industrial Activity was to adversely impact the current or
future operation of the Port, then it is unlikely that MMH would allow such an
activity to establish on their land. This would be the case regardless of whether
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a resource consent is required or not under the PZ.
22.

The policy change outlined in point 17 of this evidence is relevant, and would
provide support for Industrial Activities that do not compromise or constrain
the safe and efficient operation of Port Activities.

23.

If not agreeable to the above, MMH seek that an area of land that is currently
included in the Port Zone is rezoned LIZ. This area of land is shown on the plan
included at Exhibit 1. This outcome will also provide the relief sought as per
point 6(b) of this evidence – point 7(9) of the original submission provides
scope for this request.
Rural Production Activities in the Port Zone

24.

Points 11 – 14 of this evidence are also applicable to Rural Production
Activities.

25.

The majority of the Port Zoned land is currently un-developed and held in
pasture. While this land is intended for Port Activities, grazing is an
appropriate use of the land until such time that it is required for Port Activities.

26.

While this will facilitate non-port related activities, this would be an interim
use and will not result in the permanent loss of land for port-related activities
and will not result in changes to the landscape such that it is no longer suitable
for port-related activities. As such, allowing Rural Production Activities to
proceed as a permitted activity will allow the efficient and sustainable use of
the land.

27.

The policy change outlined in point 17 of this evidence is relevant, and would
provide support for Rural Production Activities that do not compromise or
constrain the safe and efficient operation of Port Activities.
Height of buildings and containers in the Port Management Area B

28.

Council’s summary of submissions notes the primary submission as seeking an
increase to a maximum height of 25m. This is incorrect – a maximum height
of 30m was sought as part of the primary submission.
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29.

A maximum height of 30m is consistent with the maximum height sort by
Northport in relation to Port Management Area A as part of their original
submission. This increase would allow containers to be stacked 4 high, which
is what both MMH and Northport have planned for this land.

30.

In terms of the effects on significant natural landscapes and viewshafts, it is
noted that existing development at Northport and the Refinery are already in
excess of 30m. Any buildings within Port Management Area B would be viewed
in the context of the existing development. In the context of the surrounding
environment and the future development anticipated for this area, the
increase in the maximum height to 30m is appropriate.

31.

If a maximum height of 30m is not considered appropriate, MMH seek that
the maximum height of buildings and containers within the Port Management
Area B is increased to 25m for the same reasons outlined above.
The Light Industrial Zone

32.

I acknowledge that District Plans prepared in accordance with the format now
required under the National Planning Standards are more prescriptive and less
effects based. As a result, the Council appears to be grappling with writing
suitable rules to manage the effects of activities in the Light and Heavy
Industry Zones.

33.

With regards to the recommended version of the LIZ chapter, I have read the
evidence prepared by Brett Lewis Hood on behalf of Port Nikau Three Joint
Venture for the Plan Change hearings, specifically points 18 – 26 which relate
to the LIZ provisions. I agree with the concerns raised in the evidence relating
to the recommended version of the LIZ chapter, specifically the introduction
of reference to ANZSIC06 in LIZR7-R11(2), and the retention of LIZ-P2. I agree
that LIZ-R7-R11(2) is not the appropriate method for managing the effects of
activities in the LIZ, and that rather the effects can be addressed by a
combination of activity restrictions and effects-based rules.

34.

Overall, I agree with and support the approach adopted by Brett Lewis Hood
in point 26 of his evidence – that the proposed activity restrictions in the
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respective LIZ and HIZ zones, coupled with various effects based rules in these
chapters and elsewhere in the District Plan, are generally adequate to manage
effects without the need to reference AINZSIC06. MMH seek the same relief.
Additional residential land in the Ruakaka/One Tree Point areas
35.

With regards to Council’s recommendation to reject an increase in
residentially zoned land, I have read the evidence prepared by Joseph Brady
Henehan on behalf of Ruakaka Economic and Development Group for the Plan
Change hearings, specifically points 16 and 17. I agree with the concerns raised
in the evidence relating to the lack of residentially zoned land, and that the
zoning proposed as part of that evidence will significantly improve the
availability of affordable housing in the surrounding area. This will resolve
issues that this community faces now and in the future, while also achieving
the purpose and principles of the RMA.
Summary

36.

Overall, the changes sought to the PZ will ensure that appropriate provision is
made for current and future Port requirements whilst ensuring the ongoing
sustainability of MMH. The changes will also facilitate the introduction of a
range of activities required to stimulate growth in the surrounding area, while
ensuring that those activities do not result in significant adverse effects on the
surrounding environment. As such, the changes will achieve the purpose and
principles of the RMA.

37.

Overall, the changes sought to the LIZ will ensure that appropriate industrial
activities are facilitated in appropriate locations, that the District Plan remains
consistent with National Planning Standards, and that the purpose and
principles of the RMA are achieved.

38.

Overall, the additional residentially zoned land sought in the Ruakaka/One
Tree Point regions will resolve existing and future issues that these
communities face while achieving the purpose and principles of the RMA.
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………………………………………………………
Thomas Keogh (Planner)
This 7th day of November 2019
Exhibits:
1. MMH evidence plan
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EXHIBIT 1
MMH EVIDENCE PLAN
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